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Close-ups
Chris Maple, a news photographer, loses
her job and decides to freelance in Laguna
Beach, California. While exploring the
town she casually takes pictures of a
wedding party, including the bridal couple
and some sinister-looking guests. When the
newlyweds disappear and the groom is
murdered, Chris realizes that her pictures
may hold clues to the crime.She enlists the
aid of her ex-husband, a police lieutenant,
to solve the case. Her efforts result in an
attack on her own life, but she persists until
the threads of the mystery unravel.Green
politics is a subplot of the story, together
with the pervasive influence of money and
power. Chris accepts an assignment with a
local environmental group fighting a
proposed development, only to find that the
project and the murder are connected.
Good and bad characters shift roles and
things are not always what they seem.
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Getting Started Guide to Close-up Photography 21 Extreme Close Ups of the Human Eye. Born in 1976, Suren
Manvelyan started to photograph when he was sixteen and became a Game Changers: The Close-Up - Film Comment
Hollywood films are getting close and intimate, in the most literal sense, as many filmmakers rely more heavily on
close-ups. In 2016, many Classroom Close-up, NJ Close Up welcomes participation on its programs without regard to
gender, race, color, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin or disability. : Creative Close-Ups:
Digital Photography Tips and close-up meaning, definition, what is close-up: a photograph taken from a short
distance that gives a very detailed picture: . Learn more. Hollywoods Extreme Close-Up - WSJ The close-up shot, or
CU, tightly frames a character or object. The technique dates back to the 1890s. Typically close-ups are used to portray a
Tips for DSLR Close-Up Photography - Lifewire Find and save ideas about Close up on Pinterest, the worlds
catalogue of ideas. See more about Close up photography, Eye close up and Texture Close-Up Photography: Taking
Close-Up Photos from Nikon Closeup definition, a photograph taken at close range or with a long focal-length lens, on
a 1910-15, Americanism noun use of adverbial phrase close up. Close Up With - Hot Docs Use these tips to learn
more about shooting macro, micro, and close-up photos with your DSLR camera and for learning about your options for
David Finchers Extreme Close-Ups on Vimeo Synonyms for close-up at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Up Close with the Close-Up - Premium Beat 17 best ideas about Close
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Up on Pinterest Close up photography - 4 minThe extreme close-up may not be the first thing that comes to mind
when you think of David Close Ups Photography Find and save ideas about Close up on Pinterest, the worlds catalog
of ideas. See more about Close up photography, Eye close up and Texture photography. Getting Up Close with
Close-Up Lenses - Digital Photography School All right, Mr. DeMille, Im ready for my closeup. That line from
Sunset Boulevard is iconic. Actors know that the close up is the most important Mission - Close Up Foundation A
nonprofit, nonpartisan citizenship education organization that promotes responsible and informed participation in the
democratic process through a variety of Close Up Foundation Define close-up: a photograph or movie picture taken
very close to an object or person. Closeup Define Closeup at CLOSE UPS PHOTOGRAPHY. Wedding photos.
Wedding. PORTRAIT photos. PORTRAIT. clip photos. clip. Knokke Views photos. Knokke Views. Our Products 21
Extreme Close Ups of the Human Eye TwistedSifter Close Up (CU) In the closeup shot, a certain feature or part of
the subject takes up most of the frame. A close up of a person usually means a close up of their face (unless specified
otherwise). Close-ups are obviously useful for showing detail and can also be used as a cut-in. Close-up Synonyms,
Close-up Antonyms Close-Up aims to make film culture and history accessible through its cinema, film library and
extensive online archive. 17 Best ideas about Close Up on Pinterest Close up photography - 4 minPart 2 of my
upcoming 4 part Tarantino series. Quentin Tarantino is the master of the extreme CLOSE-UP Home An introduction
to close up and macro photography. Close-up - Wikipedia This is the first in a series of four lessons on close-up and
macro photography by Andrew S Gibson, author of Up Close: A Guide to Macro & Close Up 6 Tips for Playing
Powerful Closeups Backstage We are a forward thinking company, grounded in research and development. We invest
in our people and their knowledge. Germinal believes in support at Close-up Definition of Close-up by
Merriam-Webster A close-up or closeup in filmmaking, television production, still photography and the comic strip
medium is a type of shot, which tightly frames a person or an object. Close-ups are one of the standard shots used
regularly with medium shots and long shots (cinematic techniques). Product Description. The art of macro
photography-photographing small objects or super close-ups of small sections of big objects-yields fascinating results,
but close-up Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Close-up photography tips from Nikon. Learn how to
take close-up photos of flowers and small objects. Close Ups - Germinal 2017 Close Up With Tuesday, May 2. 2:45 3:15 PM: Hartley Funding Agency 2:45 - 3:15 PM: Discovery Channel Canada. 3:00 - 3:30 PM: SVT Culture close-up Wiktionary See also: close up and closeup Of or pertaining to things in near proximity or a situation involving
nearness. [quotations ?] close-up (plural close-ups). CU - Close Up Shot - Media College Classroom Close-up NJ was
nominated for two New York Emmys . The 60th Annual New York Emmy Awards Gala will be held on May 6. In the
Education
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